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4 Digital Archive
of Bohemian archaeology

Martin Kuna – Dana Křivánková

The Digital Archive of the Institute of Archaeology CAS in Prague (IAP) represents an
extensive collection of digital data from archaeological fieldwork conducted both by the IAP
and other archaeological organisations in Bohemia. Digital copies of original field documentation that has been collected in the IAP Archive since the 1920s form the majority of the
data, but the amount of digital-born documents is rapidly increasing. The emergence of the
IAP Digital Archive is closely connected with a hard but important chapter in the Institute’s
life: it was created in the years 2002-2012 as one of the consequences of the 2002 flood in
Prague. The title “Digital Archive” also belongs to an internet application that was created
in 2007 and provides metadata and full-texts from this source. The AMCR project has used
this data and contributed to it, for example, by indexing the remaining part of numerous text
documents. Currently, the internet application is fully functional and operates as a broadly
used tool for study; however, its independent future development is not planned. In 2016, the
Digital Archive will be incorporated as a module into the AMCR and continue its life within
this context.
To date, the application is available at http://digiarchiv.arup.cas.cz/webtop/ (only
a Czech version; anonymous users can enter by using the username and password “digiarchiv”). Any changes in the system will be announced at
http://www.archeologicka-mapa.cz.

4.1 INTRODUCTION
Within the structure of archaeology, specialized archives retain an irreplaceable
position. The original archaeological contexts are usually destroyed in the course of
archaeological fieldwork and, thus, the field documentation in archives (and moveable finds in museums) represents the primary source for further research. The fact
that these “archives” are not archives according to Czech law (cf. the Act on Archives,
No. 499/2004 Coll.) but only specialized “collections of documents” does not affect
their value. It also does not matter that in Czech terminology the term “archaeological archive” includes only field documentation while in many other European
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countries it includes both documents and moveable finds discovered during excavations (Brown 2007). Nevertheless, it is important that both of these parts of the
“archaeological fund”1 are regarded as indispensable, and if links between them are
lost, the archaeological information loses most of its value. Thus, even though the
documentation and finds are physically separated in the current practice of heritage
management in the Czech Republic (documentation stays in “archives” while finds
go to museums) it is necessary to preserve all mutual links between these two parts
of the fund. While the significance of museum finds is commonly acknowledged
(there is a special law on them in the CR) the archaeological fieldwork documentation is not legally protected at all and the public is hardly aware of its relevance. This
even emphasizes the need for a responsible approach towards creating and
maintaining “archives” by individual archaeological institutions and the importance
of central (“national”) archives existing in the Institutes of Archaeology CAS.
A digital archaeological archive is a collection of field documentation in the form
of digital data. Currently, digital files from archaeological excavations have
various origins and, consequently, various formats. In principle, they represent
either digital copies of the existing analogue documents (e.g. scanned drawings,
tables, texts, etc.) or data which were already created in the digital form (“digitalborn” data). The second type of documents often exists in formats that allow, in comparison with analogue documents, more sophisticated methods of processing (e.g.
text editing, database queries, vector drawings, etc.) and their conversion to analogue
forms is both pointless and (often) even impossible (cf. e.g. the amount of digital
photos from one single fieldwork, the complexity of GIS map layers, etc.). The share
of digital-born data in fieldwork continues to increase (cf. Bibby 2010), and the time
is probably not far off when not only photographs but also plans, find lists, etc. will
be procured directly in the field by electronic means.
As far as archiving these data is concerned, archaeology currently stands at the
crossroads, and we have to admit that for the majority of archaeologists the decision
to abandon analogue data completely is still difficult. The archiving of digital data
without analogue equivalents is still connected to many unsolved questions. On the
other hand, the rapid penetration of digitization processes in all areas of archaeological work (and everywhere else) will probably itself decide this dilemma rather
shortly. We must, therefore, ensure that archaeology is ready for such a change; thus,
principles for acquiring digital data as well as their aftercare must be defined to
ensure their general acceptance by the archaeological community.
Based on past experience, we can argue that the archiving of digital data represents a task far more complex and costly than the archiving of analogue data, even
though, seemingly, it should be the other way around. The possibilities of disseminating and harvesting digital data are, however, so desirable and, in terms of any
future development, promising, that there is no other obvious solution than to allocate
considerable resources to data digitization and the on-going care for their preservation.
1
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4.2 ARCHIVES OF THE INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY CAS, PRAGUE
The Institute of Archaeology CAS in Prague has created over the ninety years of its
existence an extensive collection of field documentation. Its funds include documentation derived mainly from its own excavations, whose numbers have, since
1920s, amounted to hundreds, in the case of smaller rescue fieldwork, thousands. In
addition to regular field documentation (excavation reports, photos, plans, etc.) the
archives also contain a number of other documents, including accidental find reports,
museum collection inventories and lists of sites arranged by their type and dating.
The essential components of the IAP Archive also include copies of excavation
reports of other organizations active in the territory of Bohemia.
The IAP collects these documents on the authority of its co-ordination and oversight role in Czech archaeology as prescribed by the Heritage Act (No. 20/1987 Coll.);
however, this obligation was, in fact, already established in the 1920s. The ever-increasing process of data collection has resulted over the years in a set of approximately 3,500 extensive excavation reports, 65,000 shorter reports, announcements
and expert opinions, 220,000 negatives and slides (including aerial survey shots) and
10,000 maps and plans. Although this assemblage remains, in relation to the known
archaeological heritage of Bohemia, far from complete, it still represents the largest
available data set regarding archaeological finds and monuments from prehistory to
modern times in the CR. Thus, it is an essential source of information for professionals, students, project architects as well as those interested in cultural monuments.
In a broader sense, we can argue that this collection is among the most valuable parts
of our archaeological heritage.
As far as the activities of the IAP Archive are concerned, a dramatic and significant change was brought by the flood of Prague in 2002. Unlike the IAP library, the
archives were not so extensively affected; their most valuable part – textual documents – was completely spared, as it was stored away from the flood waters. The
flood partly damaged the collection of negatives and plans, approximately one-third
of which was destroyed or damaged (Fig. 4.1). This situation, however, meant not
only loss but also a warning as well as a challenge and an opportunity for the
fundamental modernization of the archives. As a result of this incident, the IAP
building, including archive rooms, was reconstructed over the next few years;
archival funds were newly stored (Fig.4.2) and, last but not least, complete digitization (scanning) of the archive was accomplished. The last mentioned action in particular represented an essential step in the protection and accessibility of data.
The reconstruction and digitization of the archives also caused a temporary
change in the priorities of work in the field of e-infrastructures. While in the
previous horizon (early 1990s to 2002), creating “sites and monuments record” for
the CR (the Archaeological Database of Bohemia) had represented the first goal, after the
flood interest in the digitization of original documents and building a digital repository prevailed for the next ten years. It was only within the AMCR project that the
IAP Archive resumed work on the “national archaeological database”, joining both
parts of the archaeological informatics into a single upcoming e-infrastructure.
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Fig. 4.1 The flood of Prague, August 2002. The buildings in the photo belong to the Institute of Archaeology located in the historic city centre, close to the Vltava River. Right, inventory books of photographs damaged by water. Photo J. Frolík (left) and M. Kuna (right), 2002.

Fig. 4.2 New room of the IAP Archive with the collection of negatives, aerial photographs and plans.
Photo Z. Kačerová, 2015.

4.3 DIGITAL ARCHIVE OF BOHEMIAN ARCHAEOLOGY
The IAP Archive digitization program launched immediately after the 2002 flood
pursued three main objectives: (i) to save the contents of the documents that were
damaged by floods; (ii) to pre-emptively protect archive content from another similar event that could occur in the future; and (iii) to facilitate the information flow in
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Czech archaeology. Digitization was performed by scanning the documents in image
formats (TIFF, PDF) and was more-or-less completed in the year 2011. Simultaneously, the essential principles for archiving primarily digital data that are currently
starting to dominate in many segments of documentation (especially photographs,
databases, vector graphics, etc.) were processed. However, much work still remains
in this field in the future.
The IAP Digital Archive consists of digital copies of analogue documents and new,
digital-born data. The total number of digital files in the archive is about 300,000,
while the number of individual pages can be estimated at up to one million; the
existing data volume amounts to over 1 TB. A Plasmon Jukebox M104-91O-Xs with
a capacity of 104 magneto-optical discs was used for long-term data storage, but
today plays just an auxiliary role next to disk arrays in the IAP computer network
used for regular data backups. In order to facilitate searching for documents, a web
application called Digital Archive was created. The application was programmed by
the NESS Czech company according to the IAP design in 2006; it was based on
Documentum software (EMC, USA) belonging to the “content management systems”
family.
The Digital Archive application allows you to store, search, view and organise
digital documents in the IAP Archive, export the appropriate descriptive data and
download a full copy of the digital files; all these operations can be managed from
a remote computer user. The application can be accessed from the IAP website;
a User Guide is available at the same place, but its print form also exists (Kuna et al.
2007a; Fig. 4.3).
There are three user roles: basic (anonymous), standard (scholar) and superior
(administrator). Any visitors to the website fall into the first category, while those
who register with the system’s administrator and receive a username and password
belong to the second category. The superior level is reserved for the IAP specialists
who work with the system. The documents are also divided into three groups (A-C);
it has been pre-determined for each group and user role whether the user sees only
the database record (metadata on the document – this is generally applied to an
anonymous user), a preview (visual documents in low resolution or the first page in
the case of extensive text reports) or the complete document in the highest available
quality. Collaborating organisations and specialists (including students) obtain all
services and the document contents free of charge.
By assigning different user roles and categorization of documents into groups according to the accessibility the application follows a long-established practice in the
IAP Archive, the Copyright Act as well as the need to protect certain information.
Most documents are accessible without restriction (announcements and short
excavation reports, previews of photos, plans, aerial photographs of monuments,
etc.); for only a smaller part of the documents the consent of the IAP director or the
chief archaeologist is required. In particular, this restriction is applied to excavation
reports from new large-scale fieldwork projects. For particularly sensitive data (e.g.
aerial photographs showing the position of previously unknown and potentially rich
sites) even previews are kept unavailable. The purpose of this measure is to keep
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Fig. 4.3 Covers of the published
user’s guides to computer applications produced by the staff of the
IAP Archive. Photo M. Kuna.

information from those who intend to cause damage, especially to loot archaeological sites with metal detectors. Overall, however, confidentiality concerns only
a small part of the data collection.
The structure of the Digital Archive is based on the historically established document classification. In 2002, twelve groups of documents with their own number
series were established, namely field photographs (negatives; series FT), photos of
finds (FP), slides (FD), negatives of aerial photographs (LN), aerial slides (LD), digital field photographs (DT), digital pictures of finds (DP), digital aerial photographs
(DL), other digital files (databases, vector drawings; DD), plans (PY), excavation
reports (texts, TX) and expert reports (TP); several more series have been added in the
course of the AMCR project: FJ, ZA, ZL; cf. Tab. 2.1). Each document corresponds to
a database record summarizing the document metadata in more than 20 data fields.
The description includes information on the type of document, its acquisition date,
author, site, type of archaeological find, etc.; this structure corresponds to the structure of the search menu in the internet application (Fig. 4.4).
New excavation reports (since around 2007) are kept in the Digital Archive in the
PDF format. The authors of the reports are asked to use this format and combining
all texts, graphics and spreadsheet data into a single file before submitting the report
to the archive. Upon acceptance in the IAP Archive, files are checked and transferred
to the PDF/A format, the internationally recommended standard for archiving. Older
excavation reports were digitized in the multi-page TIFF format; however, future
plans call for them to be also transferred to PDF/A format. The common JPG and
TIFF formats are allowed for digital image (raster) documents. Digital photos are
delivered in the quality in which they were taken; older negatives, positives or slides
were scanned into the TIFF format, with 300 dpi resolution for the size of 210 x 150
mm (this limit was justified for technical and financial reasons; today it would
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Fig. 4.4 IAP Digital Archive on-line application: (i) page with a query form and (ii) document preview
with the metadata.

probably be higher). Plans are scanned in 1:1 size in the TIFF format at 300 dpi
(original A0+ to A2 formats), or 600 dpi resolution (A3 format and smaller); LZV
compression is allowed.
Even though the IAP has little experience so far with archiving database files and
vector graphics, based on current knowledge, the DGN format for vector graphics
and archiving of individual database tables in the RXT or CSV formats is recommended. These formats can be expected to have the longest “life-expectancy” and
the easiest upgrading possibilities to higher versions of the software.
In this context it should be stressed that the Digital Archive is primarily intended
for long-term preservation of primary data rather than as a tool for the temporary
storage of data that are still in use and continuously modified.

4.4 FUTURE OF THE DIGITAL ARCHIVE
The IAP Digital Archive is one of the pillars of the archaeological information system,
the creation of which represents a long-term endeavour in the IAP. Although the
internet application of the Digital Archive is currently fully functional and filled with
data, it appears to be advantageous to convert it into the new unified platform of the
AMCR. To state just one reason for this conversion: the technical maintenance of the
information system will be markedly cheaper.
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In connection with the transition to a new environment, two tasks become
important: document indexing and the creation of links between objects of the
document type and fieldwork projects, events and sites. Generally, this is a more
difficult task than the actual digitization of documents; however, most of it has been
achieved within the AMCR project.
Only new documents (digital as well as analogue) with full metadata information
are accepted in the IAP Archive. The relevant database application was developed
in MS Access and made available on the IAP website for all data providers. It represents a comprehensive tool for describing documents outside the Digital Archive and
preparing them for the transfer (Document Database: Křivánková – Kuna 2009).
An unexpected problem has arisen, however, in connection with the general
increase in the number of new digital photos in the IAP. Digital technology has led
to taking more pictures on all occasions, including archaeological fieldwork, than
was normal during similar occasions in the past, and probably even more than is, in
fact, really necessary. Field archaeologists of the IAP are required to send their
photos to the Archive and, thus, a new challenge has arisen for them: a large
quantity of often redundant photographs must either be described in detail, or the
secondary and duplicate shots must be identified and discarded. Both tasks proved
to be too demanding in terms of time and, as a result, not a single image was delivered to the archive between 2003 (approximately when the IAP started to commonly
use digital cameras) and 2012! We can only speculate about the losses that certainly
occurred in those ten years on local computers. Currently, this problem is being
addressed (in-house in terms of decisions and regulations to come, but general in its
meaning). A solution may be seen in a simplification of document description (e.g. by
using a Zoner Studio program template; cf. Fig. 5.1) and by sorting photographs into
categories of different value with graded requirements on metadata description.
Recommendations about the “right” number of field photographs are being
prepared; it is, however, obvious that a modern excavation needs a great deal of documentation (for example, more than 7,000 photographs have been finally delivered to
the archive, even after sorting out of duplicates and low-quality shots, from a threeyear excavation in Roztoky alone: Kuna et al. 2013).
The creation of links between documents and field projects/events is a current
challenge for archive management. Documents have been recorded and described,
but in the absence of persistent identifiers of fieldwork events their linking to
individual fieldwork activities has not yet been possible. The AMCR has only now
created an authority list of archaeological excavations (fieldwork events) in the CR
(see Chapter 2) and this makes the task of linking both types of information possible.
Partially, the identification of these links has already been accomplished within the
AMCR project, but in general, this task remains to be solved in the future. For
example, 9,000 of the total of about 70,000 excavation reports can be automatically
connected to a specific fieldwork event, and in 17,000 cases the link needs to be
revised. The remaining documents possess no (known) relationship to the particular
events (although, logically, they should have one), and, therefore, it will be necessary
to trace these links by analysing their contents by the AMCR staff.
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The relationship between documents and fieldwork events is conceived as a M:N
relation; thus, several documents may be related to a single event and vice versa. In
fact, this is true for text documents but not for plans or photographs. On the contrary,
the content of individual plans and photographs does not usually match the
description of the entire event and, thus, both description levels must be separated
and filled in independently (see Chapter 2.1.3-Documents).
The IAP Digital Archive is one of the first attempts in Czech archaeology to collect,
scientifically describe and make accessible an extensive set of digital data. To
a certain degree, this project was ground-breaking not only in archaeology but also
in the entire sphere of digital humanities in the CR. We consider it important that the
project was designed, implemented and handed over to specialists in a relatively
short period of time (launched in 2002, the internet application started in 2007,
digitization lasted until 2012, and document indexing was finished in 2015). All
successor projects, including the AMCR, can profit from not only the richness of its
data content but also the experience gained during its implementation.
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